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INVITATION TO EXHIBITORS
As the organizer of CHINA DIECASTING & CHINA NONFERROUS 2019, we would like to extend sincere gratitude to all partners, exhibitors and peers for your great help and support!

It takes us 20 years to create this global industry service platform on basis of China. It is an expo for the whole world, not just China.

Service creates value, and platform powers development. During these 20 years, we, together with all our dear partners, have created an industry platform service network covering China, Japan, South Korea, India, Europe, Southeast Asia, South America and other main countries and regions in die casting and nonferrous foundry industries. With the rapid development of smart and lightweight foundry, we will see the soar and revolution of industry in next 20 years.

Welcome and see you in 2019!

EXPO THEME - Development and Diversity of High-end Die-casting Mfg Tech

Two newly added display areas: “Display Area for Die-castings Mfg Tech” to display technologies and equipment involved in all manufacturing processes of die-castings, and a special area to display diverse die-castings mfg tech covering “Counter-pressure/squeeze casting, semi-solid forming and liquid forging”.

High-end Die-castings Mfg Tech Session
• Gathering high-end die-castings from China, Europe, America, Japan, etc.
• Focusing on lightweight, e-vehicle, aerospace, etc.
• Displaying cutting-edge die-casting technology
• Predicting development trend and leading industry direction

Strategic Cooperation Summit for Die Steel & Die Mfg Enterprises
• A matching platform specific to die steel and die manufacturers
• Technologies and products of high-end die steel manufacturers
• Die manufacturers’ usage requirements on steel
• Application and promotion of domestic high-end die steel materials

International Science & Technology Achievements Release Conference
• Focusing on nonferrous and die-casting industries
• Universities and research institutes from Europe, America, Japan, China, etc.
• Intensive release of science & research achievement and cooperation projects
• Technology transfer to speed up commercialization of S&R achievements

India and SE Asia Nonferrous and Die-casting Industry Overview and International Entrepreneurs Forum
• Rapid development of nonferrous and die casting industries
• Global attention to Indian and Southeast Asian market
• Initial signs of emerging market
• Three-party platform together with India and Southeast Asia
**Excellent Die Casting Competition**

- **Global Best Die Casting Competition**
  Comprehensively upgraded "Die Casting Competition" will be held in a joint effort with European, American, Japanese industry organizations and get global high-end castings involved. Organizer will grant "CHINA DIECASTING - Golden Award of Global Best Die Casting" to winner.

- **Practice-based Expert Training**
  Senior experts will be invited to troubleshoot practical problems in production, management and QC, and offer comprehensive assessment and proper solution.

**Various Fantastic Castings Display Areas**

- Fantastic Products Display
- High-end Civil-military Nonferrous Alloy Products Display
- International Science & Technology Achievements Display

**Original Technology & Innovative Product Release Conference**

- Encouraging self-dependent innovation
- "CMES Die-casting Innovation of the Year" covering entire die-casting industry chain
- "Original Technology & Innovative Product Release Conference" to release innovative tech & products to entire industry

**Energy Conservation & Environment Protection Technology Session**

- Focusing on energy-saving and environment protection of die casting and nonferrous industries
- Well-known firms and experts will be invited
- Technology and development discussion and national policies interpretation
- New energy-saving & environment protection products and business exchanges

**Fantastic Products Display**

- High-end Civil-military Nonferrous Alloy Products Display
- International Science & Technology Achievements Display
The expo result is good. Many professionals came here. Thank you for providing such a professional platform, and we will see you in 2019!

— FRECH (Shanghai) Die Casting Machine Co., Ltd.

CHINA DIECASTING 2018 is strong in speciality. Every year we see tech development and upgraded equipment in die casting industry onsite. Main industry players also came here which shows their attention and recognition to this event.

— Norican Group

CHINA DIECASTING 2018 was successfully closed under great effort of organizer. The expo effect is good. We hope the expo getting better and better. Look forward to seeing you next year.

— Shanghai Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd.

Exhibitor Assessment

93% exhibitors will still participate in CHINA DIECASTING 2019.

90% exhibitors considered that the service quality was good or excellent.

87% exhibitors were satisfied with the quantity of trade visitors.

86% exhibitors gave high assessments to the onsite events.

84% exhibitors were satisfied with the quality of trade visitors.

*All data was collected from exhibitor surveys.
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